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Conductor ......................... Robert Feist
Director ............................ Vincent Liotta
Scene Designer .................... Robert A. Dahlstrom
Costume Designer ................. Sarah Nash Gates
Lighting Designer ................. Collier Woods
in order of speaking:

Thursday, November 14 and Saturday, November 16

SARASTRO ......................... Ronald D. Mahan
TAMINO ............................ Barton Nye Green
FIRST LADY ........................ Barbara Frandeen
SECOND LADY ....................... Laura Ellen Pollock
THIRD LADY ......................... Virginia Holland
PAPAGENO .......................... Erhard Rom
THE QUEEN OF THE NIGHT ......... Martha Ann Martin-Berry
FIRST SLAVE ....................... Christofer Munson
SECOND SLAVE ...................... Aaron Brandon Caughey
MONOSTATOS ....................... Garren Read
PAMINA ............................. Lesley Chapin
THREE SPIRITS* ..................... Loren Maxwell
                                 Seth McMullen
                                 Tim Ormonde
THE SPEAKER ....................... David Morris
                                (November 14 and 15)
FIRST PRIEST ...................... David Morris
SECOND PRIEST ..................... Robert Cuffel
                                (November 14)
                                John Hendrix
                                (November 16)
OLD WOMAN (PAPAGENA) ............. Lorna Beckwith
TWO GUARDS ....................... Robert Cuffel, Torger Helgelund
                                (November 14)
                                John Hendrix, Torger Helgelund
                                (November 16)
Friday, November 15 and Sunday, November 17

SARASTRO .......................... Ronald D. Mahan
TAMINO ............................. Timothy Campbell
FIRST LADY ......................... Margaret Cleveland
SECOND LADY ....................... Kivela Chaffee
THIRD LADY ......................... Wendy Ellison Mullen
PAPAGENO .......................... Victor Chacón
THE QUEEN OF THE NIGHT ......... Leslie Brownell
FIRST SLAVE ....................... Christofer Munson
SECOND SLAVE ...................... Aaron Brandon Caughey
MONOSTATOS ....................... Garren Read
PAMINA ............................. Cynthia Ann Oeck
THREE SPIRITS* ..................... David Clisbee
                                 Jason Merrill
                                 Lucian Smith
THE SPEAKER ....................... Robert F. Jones
                                (November 16 and 17)
FIRST PRIEST ...................... David Morris
SECOND PRIEST ..................... Robert Cuffel
OLD WOMAN (PAPAGENA) ............. Elisabeth Rom
TWO GUARDS ....................... Robert Cuffel, Torger Helgelund
                                Members of the Order participating in the initiation ceremony
                                (November 16)

The action takes place in the Initiation Room of the Temple in VIENNA, 1910.

*The Three Spirits appear courtesy of the Northwest Boychoir, Joseph Crnko, music director.
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